"The Black Revolution"
James Farmer Speaks

James Farmer, a former national
director of CORE, will deliver the
first Guy P. Gannett lecture for
1*68-1969 on January 11. Speafcing
in Runnals Union at 8 p.m., Farmer
will discuss the subject of "The
x
Black -.evolution."
In future American History textbook s, the name o'f James Farmer
will go down as one of the most
influential leaders in the Civil
Rights movement of the Nineteen
Sixties.
The Civil Rights moveinflrt seemed to m&'ke its <way to nartj fflh'al
prominence with the Supreme KHMK
decision of 19-_, which orderedHBl
desegregation of public sdipolS
However, Farmer's work in ftthe
struggle 'for equality 'began flang
beifore ifchis. He was one of the £SS__

when he appeared on several national television network news programs.
Farmer has a -unique talent for
keeping Americans aware that there
is a civil rights revolution, taking
place in . the nation right now. In
his work with CORE, 'Farmer led
members in this country's finest
freedom march and spent 40 days
in a Mississippi jail as a result. In
the (belief that a leader must do
more than just plan, -Tanner also
"^W-te^restJd .following a civil rights
.demowCT-Kkm in 'Louisiana, in 1963.
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Through ^jg auspices o'f Peter
Constantineau and the Academic
Life Committee, Dan Barnett was
allocated $250 toward a movie he is
making to. be shown at a Spring
Film Festival. The Festival., sponsored (by Stu-G, will run from February 14 through March 3. (See
Mulligan Stew.)
Mike Meserve was given $10 'to
defray costs of a n ewsletter for the
Colby Workers,
Tho rest o'f the meeting was 'given
over to President .Stridor w"ho announced a new ,fund raising: drive.
Tho drive will begin July 1, with a
goal of $6,000,000 to Ibe raised over
a throe year period . BEDS menJack Donald Fonor has boon an- tioned five areas of top priority. Ho
n ounced as a new .naemlber of the noted that these are areas only and
History departm ent to replace Dav- no significance should ibe a't-tached
id G. Bridginxan who will be on sab- to the order in which thoy are disbatical for ono soruestor in the cussed. In tho science area, tentative p lans are to expand the Keyes
spring of 1.6..
and increase the Biology
Building,
Mr. Fonor comes to Colby from
the New School for Social ____ e_ir-h
REMI NDE R
ln (New York City. Besides helping
In
order
to qualify for spring seto cover Mr. Bridgman's duties,
ip both current
Fonor will toa'ch a new course to mester scholarsh
candld-Aes (must
recipients
and
new
tho Colby curriculum, "The Negro
acMovo tho following; grade point
in American History,"
averages tor the toll semestor:
Fotvor is a native ,ol Now York
Freshmen
1.8
and attended schools thoro. He- re2,0
Sophomores
ceived his A.B. in 1932 f rom City
2,2
Juniors
Collogo of Now York, and Wis AM.
2,_
Seniors
and Ph .D. fpom Colutnibla.
You nood not report to tho FinanIn addition to previou s teaching,
ho served as manuscript editor of cial Aid offlco If your Parents' ConCltoidel Press (Now York ORy) fidential Statement has boon filed
since last February.
from 1017 to lftCO.

Negro History
Appears
Next Semester

m
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Stricter Report

The greater part of -Monday
night's Stu-G meeting was devoted
to John McClain's plans for Winter
Carnival and REDS' lann.uncement
of a new fund raising drive and
general discussion of where such
funds might (be allocated.
Winter Carnival 1969 will be held
the weekend of February 22. This
should provide ample time for those
who felt that Winter Carnival followed too closely on the heels o'f
semester ibreak last year. McClain
is trying to get comedian Flft> Wilson and folk singer Richie Havens
for entertainment. Total cost should
be approximately $9,000 inicluding
expenses for such thing's as publicity. Due to 'conflicts with Phys.
JAMES FARMER
Ed activities and a lack off set-up
ter memlbers of thuMFst cnBatLei/of time, the .performances will be given
the Congress ^flffitacial EqWlity in the Waterville Arn^ory. Since
(CORE). Ban_flfe/t oggther !hTj 9-'2J eaorffty^fck the ^g^fory n_|pbou_
aHo tickWB wiUfll5-t (tentaavehw
n
!W' ¦ ff -U-P^eifl __P4_«----_---™
ML laJble^ -fc^ coflfcffis In the |prnj
aHc i morffl|f tnkfihys. Ed. JiotnH
and passive resistance^n'M -chandi
used so successfully in India.
(Perhaps James (Farmer first 'became well known nationally when,
as national Director of ICORIB, he
drew attention ifrom all SO states to
the manhunt in Mississippi for Andrew Goodman, James Chancy and
Michael ISchwerner. At this tlmo he
was seen and heard by millions

He was charged with "disturbing
the peace and obstructing a sidewalk."
Born in Texas, the grandson of a
slave, James Farmer attended Wiley
College and received his B.S. when
he was only 18. Sy the time Farmer
was -21, he had earned a (Bachelor
of Divinity degree from Howard
University's School of Religion.
Farmer declined ordination however, and hegan his career in social
action as race relations secretary
of the Fellowship -of Reconciliation.
__,
(Continued on oage ten)

Depar tm en t . It is hoped

that a
can ailso be

computer program
started.
A second field for expansion will
be the Arts program . Plans include
expanding the program itself , the
building of a new theater, additions
to the present Bixler Center. Enlarging the Art and Music Library
is also scheduled.
Third is the hope that funds will
be available to give each faculty
member his ' own office. This will
probably be achieved through remodeling of Johnson and Averill.
The renovations should provide new
space for small classrooms and
meeting ro oms f or seminars.
Student services will also be expanded. Two to five new dormitories may be constructed. In addition ,
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Colby Mourns Trustee

John Jewett Garland, a trustee of Colby College, died unexpectedly
in a Los Angeles Hospital last Saturday. A distinguished business and
industrial executive, Garland was 66 years of age.
President Stridor says of Jewett, "John Jewett Garland was a public
spirited citizen with a vast number of interests from the Olympics to tlie
California Redwoods, from hospitals to art museums.
"In si short two years as a member of the Colby College board of
trustees, Mr. Garland had become one of the most active and involved
of our trustees, and all of us who came to know him were impressed at
his talents and his, personal charm.
"All of us at the college are profoundly grieved, and we share a deep
sense of loss with Mrs.' Garland and her son and daughter and the other
members of tlie family."
Funeral services were held Tuesday in Los Angeles at St. John 's
to
EpiscopaJ_ Cl_uxc]i. Presidciit^Uaudcr /ew te^-Mg^nJbles
represent
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rtf ph MeillMf 12
TUl-klo INishiznTnT sl'if ed violinist, will be coming to Coiby to perform January 12, 1969, ait 8 p',_n. in
Given Auditorium.
Born during the war, sho was
acknowledged at eight years as a
child prodigy of the violin. For several years, since the ago of four , she
studied in the Suzuki method o'f 'Violin playing under her father's instruction; later, she transferred to
the Toho School in Japan to study
for an additional two years, Miss
Nishizak l Anally wound up In the
Julllard with a full scholarship
when she was seventeen ; impressive

achievements for one so young.
For more than twenty years Miss
Nishizakl has 'been studying the violin ; ever since she was eight years
old , she has been performing the
violin . To name only a few accomplishments.' when Miss Nlahlzwki
was eight years old , sho had already 'begnm making solo appearances. In 1984 sho entered the 23rd
Leventrltt International Competition for Violinists and was a successful finalist. Again, in 1964, Miss
Nishizakl performe-l on television
with the Youth. Symphony olf Tokyo
and . on radio CBC in Alchi-Gun

Aic/i-Ken. In November, 1967, Bell
Telephone Hour starred her, and
less than a year ago, in January,
1988, she made her debut recital in
Town Hall, New York City. Before,
and since , hor debut , Miss Nishimki has given many recital s at colleges and museums throughout the
United StaJtes.
Tokako Nishlzaki says, "I love
American audiences, They are so
enthusiastic and responsive. The
purpose of music is to give pleasure
to people, and that's what I want
to do." Sho docs exactly that, Very
small, with huge dark eyes, she
and hor violin establish a rapport
with her audiences that is not ibrokon until the end of her last piece;
her music is from the old masters :
Veracinl , Bach , Beethoven , Mozart
, . . but under her touch , they aro
not dead a hundred years or more,
they aro very much alive. Many will
bo featured In her January 'performance.

Veracinl
. Sonata in B minor
Bach
Adagio and Fugue in G Minor
Beethoven
Sonata In G Major, Op. SO
Intermission

"Tho purpoNo of musio i« to Rive pleasure "

Norman IDollo Joio
Variations and Cainrleclo
-V-o„nrt
' Adagio In ID Major , iK. 201
lQIgar
I+a Capri eieuao
Sarnsnte
Caprice Basque

Editorials

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
To whom it may concern, and I'im
afraid it concerns very (few
people :

Silver Threads Among the Gold

Wedn esday evening, the faculty had its monthly get-together.
Part of the business on the agenda concerned a letter requesting
representation at the faculty meetings from The Echo and ,WMH'B.
A vote was to be taken on this proposal .
Due to certain circumstances, of which exams was one, the
authors of the letter had requested that the vote be postponed until
the next faculty meeting. The request was denied by the faculty ;
in fact, they denied the entire motion.
An hour 's debate on the subject yielded a surprise motion which
will be voted on at the ne>.t faculty meeting. The motion is as follows :
Three representatives of Student Government will be admitted to
the faculty meetings as participating, but non-voting members.
We hope that one of the student representatives will take it
upon himself to supply studen t news media with information immediatel y following each meeting, thus assuring that the entire campus
is aware of what the faculty is doing.
The Ech o strongly endorses the motion for this motion to 'be
carried, a campai gn even more vigorous than the anti-cut rule campaign, must be waged.
Come back from vacation enthusiastic. It will be time to talk
to professors again.
. ¦ ' '•'
—JNS
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Priorites

At the last Stu-G meeting (see story on page 1 for details on the
meeting) President Strider presented what was actuall y a rep or t on
construction and priorities in the. next several yea rs for Colby 's
<
ph y sical plant.
Among the projected buildings there are two which we feel
sh ould b e high on the list, namely a post office and an infirmary.
These are two areas of student services which are currentl y inadequate.
An inf irmary should be a sepa rate buildi n g equi pped f ar more
extensively than the present facility. A doctor should be in attendance
at all times.
C olby sh ould have its own p la ce to buy stamps, send packages ,
pick up insured and registered mail. Most imp ortant , each student
should have a locked mailbox on campus.
Enoug h said , let those responsible take note.
*

-»

*

*

*

Bring Back the Flicks

In many ways, Colb y is lacking in customs and traditions . This
i s a p ity. On e cu st om which h as recen t l y disapp eared is tha t of the
car t oons and old f licks which used t o be sh own by Sunday Cinema
between exams. It is time for a revival.
¦

*

¦
»

'

*

*

*

John H. Garland

The E c h o join s t he r es t of t he C olb y community in mourning

the death of John Jewett Garland. A dedicated trustee and Mend of
the college .
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I am very mixed up; I don't know
what I am -doing or where I aim
headed 'but I 'do know that I don't
like iwhat Colby is doing to my mind.
I arrived at Colby aware and concerned tout aiter just three months
within the system I'm Tj eing trapped.
I'm .trapped in (the little mold that
Colby College is. I'm not toeing educated, I'm being institutionalized. I
like only 'tiwo of my courses, govern m en t and E n gli sh , because I
have good professors (thank you
Mr. Weissberg and Mr. Spiegellberg)
but even in those 'two eourses 1
don't feel I am learning anything;
it all seems so pointless. I'm becoming, like everyone else, an academic
grind; learning for the sake o'f
learning is no longer important; I
have to m'ake the grades. This college does not foster intellectual pursuit, it burns out little robots, 400
a year. My "education" is preparing
me to be a "success" when I graduate irom here. The biggest prob(Continued on page nine)

Pollution Conference

Why We Breat h Dirty Air
by WALTER EFFBON

Several weeks ago an important
national event took place here on
campus, though most of the college
community was unaware of it. A
New England Conifer«nce on Air
Pollution was held at Colby; Senator Ed Muskie, the chairman, gave
the Jceynote address of the three
day conference. As was apparent to
anyone who lives in or around Waterville, the holding of a con_ere_iee
on 'air pollution here was most appropri ate.
Senator Muskie set the tenor Of
the whole conference when he told
the assembled local officials and the
representatives of private industry
"You've got the ball—run with it."
In other words, the senator said ,
the Federal Government can define
levels of air pollution which are accep t able, as it did in the Air Quality Act of 1967, but it is up to the
localities to decide just how clean
they want their own air. In his
speech the senator merely touched
upon the real obstacle to clean air
when he suggested that there was
a "potential bite" in the proposed
cleaner air program. '^Potential
Bite" is the senator's way of saying that private industry doesn 't
thrive toy producing clean air.
"Mayfoe some industries will close
down ," he added. Cost is o'f course
the crux of the problem and Is tho
reason why no amount of inspiring
oratory about community wedfare
can do what one stiff federal regulatory statute could effect in the
growing campaign to clean the air.
As an argument against federal
regulation , private Industry poi nts
out that any .financial loss which it
sustains in the process o£ maldnig
the air safe would only have to foe
passed along to the -consumer in
tho form o'f h igher prices, or to the
worker in tho form Cf a layoff , This
argument resemfbles the one which
GM., Ford and Chrysler offered as
a justification for not including
safety devi ces on thei r 'latest model
cars, Tho point Is tho some now as
it was then: the necessary measures
for clearing the atmosphere must
bo taken by Congress .'egarclloss of
the inconvenience. Private industry
should accept as a matter ,of course
that one of its unavoidable costs
will bo that of disposing o'f wastes
in a way not harmful to tho population at largo. If , for exam'plo, In
community of apartment dwellers
ono inhabitan t creates n stench .fflrait
is offensive and injurious to all tho
othor Inhabitants ono would expect
that this pu-rytner of the atmosphere would bo advised either to

clear the air or to move out.
The air (an d the water for that
matter) is generally considered to
be pa rt o'f the public domain and
to belong as much to the individual
citizen as it does, for example, to
the chairman of the board of Scott

Paper. For a private industry which
exists for private gain to impose its
noxious smells on the con_mun_ty at
large displays an indifference to the
rights Of others which amountts to
an extraordinary arrogance. The
public should assert itself.

Colbiani U nearthed

One of the most unusual archeological finds of the century was announced by Dr. Ira Dlggs, noted
archeologist , from sigh t of the And
in the central Maine, While digging
on a hilltop which stands approximately one mile from the center
of wietroip'olitan Waterville, the
Dlggs team unearthed the remains
of an ancient Institution known as
"Collegl Colbiani." Colbiani or Colby, ' as it was known to its twentieth century inhabitants, was a
type of educational institution called
a "college," which is now considered quite outdated and even primitive. The school ceased to function
and iwas subsequently Iburied during the latter half o'f 'the ttwentie'bh
century.
Dlggs tried ito piece together the
cause of the school's fall for the
newsmen who gathered at the site.
He stated that evidence found In
school and private records showed
that during the IflOO's the school
began to suffer an unexplained Isolation from the outside world, At
any rate by M>80 the people of Colby
lost all contact with anything off
the hllil, and at least a small part
of tho Isolation was attributed to
prevailing wc-othcr condl-ions. However, this does not explain the total
isolation oif the school.
The 'physical arrangement of the
school and the prevailing architectural stylo give some evidence to
support the theory that the people
of Colby woro rather dull in their
tastes and lacked a real aesthetic
sense. Dlggs said of this "The repetition of the neo-Georgian style
and tho almost completely syimotrlcal layou t of tho ibuildlnigs and walks
must havo boon boring to a ipolnt
beyond modern comprehension, If
modern man lived in *uch an en-

vironment, his sanity would Ibe
threatened." The campus was laid
out around the Miller (building or
"library," which was a store house
for '.books. However, the greater
part of the activity in this building
was locate- in one section which
was referred to as a Spa, actually
the Spa. While some water connections were found in the Spa, Diggs
doubts that it was like the Roman
bathing spas, yet further research
has shown that many of the people
spen t several hours there each day.
If nothing else they were an awfully clean group.
One building stands out as a rather unique center in the comJplex.
Although the name has been partially defaced , It appears to have
been the -Bulls bulldlntg, which may
or may not have been an antiquated
spelling of useless. The building may
have been some sort o'f a ceremonial
shrine that served some part In the
ritual coming of adu lthood. Whether this is true or not Is still -ebatolble, but it has ibeen proven that
fow, If any, of the younger members of the communilby had any
contact With the people in this
building and the people working
hero were also Isolated from the
younger set
At the present this is oil that is
known about Collegl Colbiani, but
tho work continues, At this tim e
several noted scholars are trying
to decipher a set of serialized manuscripts known as the "EJeho." This
group of writings is the most primitive collection of lltcrnlbure found
on tho hill, and ono of tho most
primitive series known In the world.
It is second only to the now famous
Superman series for its oamp-o'frely
tastesless format and its complete
break with reality.

A Considera tion of Viet Nam

by DAN WOLOSHEN
of American troops and an eventThe cankerous conditions in Viet- ful reunification of the two Vietnam have created in society-at- nams, probably under Ho Chi Minh.
lar-ge a chronic anguish which of- As diplomats argue over whether
ficial moral and political inaction the toothpicks should be made from
and obstinance continues to exacer- bamboo shoots or American birch,
bate.
as TVobithieu throws around the
As America's patienj ce to remain muscles in his brain exploring peace
imlbedded in that putrid dung heap in Paris becomes as difficult as trywaxes officially strong, our chaoices ing to find the mango trees on the
for success according to the unc- Arctic Circle, where it is of course
tuous goals outlined .by our State too frigid to produ ce any kind of
Department wane. Meanwhile, Com- fruit.
munist pertinacity which is endemic While we continue to support the
to t he Asian b r eed , appears inces- South, there is little likelihood that
sant (and intolerable), Moreover, our cash input will be diminished.
Asian Communists can endure on Even if we were to withdraw our
the basis of minor victories for ground forces, allowing the Army
longer periods of time and as long of the Republic of South Vi etnam
as they achieve an occasional pol- to face the brunt of the war against
itical or military success—they can the Viet Cong, our air support would
persevere with an equanimity which remain vital to the success of any
to the Western mind is almost mission and that means an expenfrightening.
sive deployment Of helicopters, t.-.eFrustrated Americans in growing tical fighters, reconnaisance cr:i.ft
numbers see success in terms of a and bombers, such as we are using
military victory .over the enemy, today.
whoever he might be. For them, The United States would still be
there is only the consolation that requi red to finance ground operait is indeed .within our capabilities tions because of the limited budget
to turn this dung heap into an of the Government of South Vietabyss. For those optimists who hope nam. At this writing several U.S.
for an immediate peace settlement, special forces camps have been rethere is the unlikely but possible placed by Vietnamese, but there is
State Department turnabout which li ttle evidence that the ARVN has
would force it to tactfully renounce impro ved sufficiently or that it has
our reasons for being in Vietnam, developed adequate morale to be a
or provide some equally convincing really effective force against their
evidence that we have in fact b een brothers in this bloody civil war.
successful, followed by withdrawal Our commitment then, cannot in
pr actical terms be weakened during
n egotiations, and if the best occurs
that is an armistice (which admittedly is an untenable situation in a
students interested read Tlie Social civil war environment) our standImpact of Sibernetics, by Noribert ing alert armistice troop force, as
in Korea, would keep tens of thouWiener.
Donna Power summed up the sands of Americans in Vietnam.
complaint of Bill Madden and Moria As of late there has been only
Breeding, that the Great Computer one important enemy encounter.
would rob people of their individ- Until the bombing of the North is
uality.
resumed , however, we can probably
"I don't accept the basic assump- expect an increase in hard core
tion that the world is on a collision guerilla activities that characterized
course; I have more faith in man- the earlier part of the war. The
kind. I think it'll tak e time, hut bombing halt is undoubtedly giving
people can work out their own prob- the North an opportunity to regroup
lems. The individual's own free will while misleading the world into
(Continued on pago seven)
believing that the halt will open

the door to meaningful negotiations.
When the North is ready to strike
again , it is almost certain that recent American weekly death toll
averages of 140 will rise again to
the "mobing period" figures of 295
as the possibilities of peace suffocate in the stench of gun powder.
As long as the Communists think
that their forces can weaken our
fo rces appreciably—through attrition—even without a renewal ,of
large scale operations, the talks
could go on for years. Nothing is
helped by the intransigence of
Thieu and his anchor men, Ky and
Lam, except their position at home.
Thieu knows his supporters in tlie
government will desert him and his
power position and ambitions will
be jeopardized if he recognizes the
MLF or if the United States recognized them as an independent
nego tiating clement.
It is incurabant- upon the United
States to be wary lest the petty
ara'-itions of the President of South
Vietnam upset chances for at least
some substantive talks. It is within
ou r power to m ake concessions t o
the Communists in behalf of South
Vietnam an-d its people without
Thieu's approval. His is a govern -

by CATHIE JOSLYN
ington , D.C., to control suicidal
cases.
It still needs to be perfected
A highly controversial topic on
for
long-distance
use through trial
campus is Professor Gustave H. Toand
error,
but
these
test cases make
drank's theory o'f The Great Comit
feasible
for
a
similar
device to be
ment viable in the same way the
puter, an electronic device that is
set
up—a
Great
Computer
satellite,
Diem's was viable—only with U.S.
to be designed by the world's leadorbiting
the
earth,
with
a
separate
support. We can always establish
ing technician s to control the befrequency for each person, corresduring the negotiating years ahead,
havior at man.
ponding
to
a
tiny
electrode
worn
on
a government in the South amenable
Dr. Todrank, associate professor
to what is in U.S. national interest
of philo sophy and religion, joi ned the person.
as well as that of Vietnam. As I
the Colby faculty in the fall of 1956, The electrode would transmit any
suggested, the bombing halt alone
after serving as pastor of the North information about a person which
will not be enough to begin anyCongregational Church in Newton, had been pre-pr.ogrammed into the
thing constructive in Paris. Were
Massachusetts, while earning his Great Computer. For instance, if a
(Continued on pago nine)
doctorate from. Boston University roan felt the impulse to kill somegraduate school. A graduate of De- one, he would be prevented from
Pauw University, he received his doing it "by electric stimuli from the M.A.T. Degree
bachelor's degree in Sacred Theol- satellite. Similarly, if a heart
ogy f rom the BJU. School of Theol- stopped beating it wou.d be revived
ogy i n 1951, and is a member of by a series of Impulses from the
computer,
Phi Beta Kappa.
by PROFESSOR JACOBSON
versities, was for the ablest stu- al psychology and philosophy of
Professor Todrank served on EuProfessor Todrank was asked If you want to serve "by teaching dents only. In subsequent years, a education, taught appropriately for
ropean combat missions during what would happen if the U„_.S,R. but did not take advantage of the numiber ,of other institutions joined graduate students, should find their
World War II, as an officer and or China wouldn't agree to wear teacher education program at Colby, the academic revolution, among way into the program." Another
navigator in the Air Force, He and the electrodes. Ho answered, "If you still have time to plan ahead. them were Yale, Wesleyan, Johns feature of the M.A.T. program, typihis wif e, a graduate of Wellesley world civilization is in question, the During January and February am- Hopkins, Oberlin, Stanford, Univer- cally, is a salaried, closely superCollege, have two children,
U.iS. would be justified in using plications deadlines for students in- sity o'f California (Berkeley), Uni- vised teaching; internship, for one
"I've pondered about the ethics psycho gas to subdue and convince terested In the Master of Arts in versity of Chicago, Brown, Notre or two semesters. Thus, theory and
of traditional religion since I was the people to submit to the Great Teaching program s at the graduate Dame, Smith, etc. The liberal arts practice become one.
ton years old," says Professor To- Computer. The satellite would be for schools across the nation become colleges began to realize that they Several other characteristics mark
drank. He felt that fche college cam- emergency use only, which means dates to anticipate if you aro to had a professional and moral re- the schools whl'ch offer the M.A.T.
pus was tho best environment in when man must be saved from de- meet your goals for nosct year and sponsibility to help prepare class- degree. First, the professors from
which to test anid expound his Ideas, stroying himself; for Instance, if a beyond. To get more Information room teachers for tlie nation. tho Arts & Sciences work closely
including the possibility of a Great treaty can't be produced in a situa- on M.A.T. programs, contact Mr. Through the concep t of the scholnr- with the professors from EducaComputer satellite,
tion such as the Middle East and M-Keen , Colby Placement Office , teachor, the focus of tho M-A.T. tion. In fact, tho MlA.T, staff is
Several freshmen were asked to war is the only alternative, then it or Mr, Jacobson, Offlco of Educa- program, tho liberal arts schools drawn from both and Its groat
attend an InJformal pane, discussion would bo used to control tho emo- _lon , Boom 207__, third floor, Miller found a worthy meeting ground for strength lies in its competency and
with the professor, to learn his tions of the people involved."
the cooperative efforts of tho Arts diversity. Secondly, a high degree
Library.
opinions and to challenge them. Bill Goldstein objected that "emer- The M.A.T. degree is a relative & Sciences and the Education facul- of cooperation between the college
Present at one ,or both of the meet- gency " is too general a term to de- newcomer to the acade-nic scone ties. Such a rapproaohment was and tho school systems which cmings were Shirley Lorenzo, Walter fine in these terms, and asked who and a response to the needs of con- central to tho thinking and plan- ploy the teaching interns is typical,
Frcman, Donna Power, Bill Mad- would sot up the standards to be temporaray society. While avoiding ning at Harvard, ono significant Finally, M-iA/P. schools usually offer
don , Bill Goldstein, and 'Moria used by the computer. Professor the extremes of the MjA. degree reason for its success and a major programs in elementary and seconBreeding.
Todran k said that another basic (which requires specialisation , in contribution of Jamos B. Conant dary education, thereby meeting Hie
Professor Todrank began tho dis- assumption must ibo considered— ono subject) and tho MUM, degree and Francis Koppol to tho subse- needs of students interested in precussion by stating the fundamental that ono can trust human judg- (which stresses professional prep- quent direction taken by colleges school th rough Grade 12,
points o'f Ms theory. "If wo become ment. Since ono can't always rely aration) , tho M.A.T. is especially and universities throughout the The M.A.T, degree is a hybrid
convinced, as Toynlboe and others on human judgment, tho most trust- woll-suitod to 'the liberal arts stu- country.
which reflects tho nihility of tho
are, that tho world is on a collision worthy must be trusted, and these dent who wants to become a teacher Tho program of studies offered liberal arts college and university
eourso , then wo must develop somo aro the scientists.
but who did not take professional in tho _V_.'A.T. combines graduate to adjust to the needs of tho society
device to protect man f rom his own Walter Freeman wondered about courses in his undergraduate years work In tho subject to bo taught which it servos, Maintaining a balworst instincts. Tho 'hot lino' Isn't tho possibility of interception of tho and/o r who decided Jato in his un- with professional coursework. Lib- ance between theory and practice,
Great Computer's programming by dergraduate experience to ontor oral arts is not enough . Professor between "scholarship" and "profesenough anymore."
Wo need an electronic system , an "onomy " agent , but ho was In- teaching. For tho ablo and suited Stabler, former director of tho Wes- sional training " (tho _wo< need not
such as tho ono tho U.S.S/R. Is al- formed that "this devious psyohJc Colby graduate , therefor, tho M.A.T, leyan program , stated the case for bo separate) , tlio M.A.T. degree is
a solid curriculum in his book, Tlio a modern success story, For Colby
ready working on—a data Info rma- pattern would bo programmed Into dogroo may bos't moot his needs.
tion processing network that Is to tho computer itself , so that it is Tho Idea of tho M.A.T. originated .education of tlio Secondary School graduates interested In teaching,
bo completed by 10713. Also, there not an Insurmountable problem, at Harvard, whore it received en- Teacher. "Tho nature of tho adoles- tho M-A.T. idea Is sclisiblo. Who
has boon testing In tho U.S. con- Tho throat of domination by the thusiastic support from tho eminent cent and tho process of learning, knows ? With dondlino d for applicerning tho control of human be- Groat Computer would bo prevent- chem ist and thon-prosl dont , James tho moaning of education and the cations to graduate school falling
havior from a distance. An elec- ed by the moral sensibility of tho B, Conant . Since its Inception , the role of tlio school , are nocoflsary duo In January and February, maytronic device Is used by psychia- trained , educated persons in charge M.A.T. program at Harvard , and at and vnluatolo areas of study for the be thoro is still time to plan ahead.
trists in Now York City and Wash- of it." It was suggested that thoso a niumihor .of other colleges and uni- prospective toaohor, and education- Thoro Is a choice.

Sensible 'New' Idea for Colby Grads
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...AND THERE WERE EIGHT MORE ...

U .Mass, Hamilton Lose

MULES WIN FIRST TWO

Colby won its first two encounters of the season , edging UMass
on Nov. 30, and sweetly routing
Hamilton, last year's upset tournament winner over the Mules, 9-1 a
week later.
The Redmen gave the Mules a
much tighter tilt then was anticipated. They scored first, and held
the lead until 5:04 of the second
period when sophomore Dave Williams connected, being assisted by
John Bowey. Pete Hoffman scored
the Winner at 18:15 o'f the same
stanza, knocking in a savage slap
shot from 25 feet out in front .
This was a rough encounter; 16
penalties were assessed, 8 for each
team. But the Mules, slightly disorganized at times offensively, defended their net strongly enough
to' prevent the upset.
The Mules put it all together
against Hamilton. In an awesome
display of skating and shooting, the
Mules lit the lamp 9 different times,
with 10 different players having a
hand in the scoring.
The senior line of Pete Hoffman
and co-captains Mark Janes and
Wick Phillips collected five of the
markers, Andy Hyashi had two, and
Dave Williams and stickout defcnscman. Todd Smith scored one

apiece.
The Kennedy boys, who terrorized
the Waterville area l ast March,
were kept under control this time
around. Goalie Kevin Kennedy managed to turn aside 35 shots, but he
got little help in front o'f the goal,
as the puck sat out there for what
seemed like hours at a time.
Pete Kennedy, who scored three

goals in the third period of last
year's tourna_nent game, registered
the only New York marker of the
night. He, too, received little help
from his teammates.
The defense, the few times it was
called on, was once again sturdy.
Dan Timrnons had 16 saves—a good
indication .of the puck scarcity in
the Colby end throughout the game.

THE HAMILTON NET WHERE THE ACTION WAS AWL. NIGHT

January
* _ Northeastern
6 'Merrimack
10 Univ. of Connecticut
Ul A.I.C.
14 Norwich
15 Univ. of Vermont
<¦ _}2 Boston. State College
*25 University of Vermont
*29 Merrimack
February
* 1 A.Ij C.
6 Middlebury
7 Williams
H2 Bowdoin
*1<5 Amherst
20 Salem State College
22 U.N.H.
*25 Bowdoin
March
* 1 Norwich
* indicates home games

7:30
8:00
7:00
3:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
7:30
7:,0
7:30
8:00
7:00
7:30
©-00

No. 2 In ECAC

Colby College's hockey team is
rated in second place in the ECAC
Division H according to results of a
pre-season poll released this wee'k
by the Intercollegiate Hockey Newsletter.
•Editor Don T. Birkmayer of Troy,
N.Y., reported that the White Mules
received 37 points in a survey of 16
c'oaches in the division.
Merrimack College, a team which
captured last year's regular season
and p layoff divisional crown , is the
favorite of the experts. The North
Andover, Mass. skaters received 15
firs t place ballots for 76 points. The
other top ball ot went to Hamilton,
Colby's opponent at Alfond Arena
this Friday.
Other teams and th eir ratings,
according to the Newsletter survey
are: Bowdoin, 33; AIC, 30; Hamilton , 23; Middlebury, 18; Boston
State, 10; Norwich, 4; and Salem
State, 4 .
Colby will play all these teams
in its 20 game campaign.
There are now 24 teams in Division II. Additions last season included Assumption, Babson, Holy
Cross, Ithaca, Nichols, RIT, and
Worcester State. New Haven is the
lone newcomer this season.

IFL Hock ey, Basketball Look Balanced
The league this year promises to
be the most balanced in years, DKE
•—the chamipion for the last 3 years
—is agaiin strong, but slightly weaker than in tho past, and they should
rece i ve stron g ch al len ges f rom both
ATO and TDiP.
Rich Habesian will lead the veteran DKE squad , featuring Marty
Schwartz, Pete Spindler, an d Steve
Saiporito, The glaring weaknesses
aro a lack of depth and a good
goaltondcr.
ATO will bo the most Improved
team , mainly because Gordon Jones
and Pete Gilfoy aren't going out
for the varsity bhia year. Thoy are
complemented by some other solid
p er f ormers , such as Steve Fisher,
Stove Tor Ho , Wafly Cotter, Ralph
Roun d, and Dave Keene. Don Bisby
gives the ATOs bettor than average
go'al-ton'ding,
Tau Dolt , which improved so
greatly last year, looks even better
this winter. Steve Gaynor and Ken
Robe rts , b oth f ros h mon , give t h e
Taus tho added depth thoy nee_i.
Return ing arc stars Bob Welmont
and Bill Sparkos, as well as a host
of less talented but eager skaters,
Including captai n Stovo Wurzol. Tan
Dolt Is a defini te title contender.
Perennial challenger DU will
probably hav o Its weakest club In

years. Last year they got good
mileage out of five skaters and
Ken Kenworthy's stout goaPtending, but only captain Jay Gallagher and John Kusiak are back in
'front of Kenworthy this year. Of
some help will bo frosh flash Bill
Kelleher, but the DUs seem too
thin this year to do anything but
struggle to remain in tho first division.
KDR cou ld sur p r i se a f ow teams,
especially when Rich Irvine comes
back second semester. Frosh Joe
Benson should help out the fow
others who can skate, such as Te'd
Williams, John Rea , Jeff Litt le, and
captai n Bob Greene (no rel ation to
Richard).
ADP is faced with its 28th consecutive rebuilding year. Veteran Don
Mothoson is faced with the task
of squeezing a fow wins out o'f his
charges. The front lino of Ian Rosenberg, Jay Burke, and Ron Lobol
are decent, but things aro all downhill from there.
Pi Lara will play defense and wait
for tho breaks. Mike Fooso loads
tho defense in front of goalies Jay
Drisko and Mlko Smith. They will
have a groat deal of trouble scoring,
LCA, ZP , and PDT, as well as tho
Ind ies , have not boon hoard from ,
but It can bo safely assumed that

they plan to field teams this year.
Pucks, sticks, and legs will start
flying on January 6,
#
*
*
*
Last y ear 's chamipion Indies No. 2
Is once again the favorite. The sen ior-laden team has both size and
scoring ability. Captain Lyndon
Wilkes centers and captains this
t eam , which includes the bulk of
the 1905-66 frosh hoop squad. Eric
Cote and Mickey Jado, both of
whom can jump, play the corners
and help Wilkes rebound. Les Stevens and Larry Kassman are both
scoring threats from the outside.
DU seems to have' enough talent
for 3 team s, but they've already
been upset by TOP and DK1_. Dave
Pariso's r esignation from tho varsity gives tho DUs the best center
in the league, and to go wit h h im
up front they havo captain and
chief gunnor Don CaouCbto, with
¦b ig rdboundors Dana Baldwin and
Dave Traistcr at the other forward
post. Stove Kitchen , another forward, is probably tho best all
aroun d ball player on tho team .
Thoy also havo shad s of fast, tricky
guards, lik e Craig Dickinson, Ja'ck
CnJpllco, Dennis Hartung, and Brad
_\_olr. DU still might start to capitalize on their abundance o'f talent.
DI.'K Is an Im proved Chita this

y ear, thanks to Mike Smith and
Dave Iverson, who help Bob Ahem
out underneath. Tom McBrlety,
Mar by Schwartz , and Vinny Cianclollo give them a trio Of eapalble
guards.
Tau Delt has lost a lot to the
varsity, but has already won two
games. Jay Rotter, Howie Cutler,
and Nick Nash supply a sound nucleus, and this migh t be enough to
carry them Into the playoffs once
again,
KDR is expecting: to Improve,
ma i nly b ecause Jo h n Stone an d Dan
Ouolette decided not to play varsity. They lack both height and
depth, at forward, however, but Ray
Mott , Man): Fraser, Walt Browor,
and Dave Rea will be in thoro
scrapping for rebounds.
ATO is 0-2 to date, and thoy probably won't get too much better.
Bill Alfond, a freshman native of
Watorvillo, has added some offensive impetus, and tho entire team
hustles defensively, Warren Holler,
Poto Foss, and Boh Hyland will
handle tho front-court duties, and
Dave Freeman , alon g with Alfond ,
aro tho guards.
For tho ADPs tills could bo tho
yoar. Scott Thomas, Bob Kaufmmin,
an d Gary Woodcock , and Rod
(Continued on nnuro seven )

KICKS
For those few of you who ij [the fun last Friday night, Colby 's
rampaging Mules are back at : fin. The 'bench, was noisier and a
f e w faces were different, but lores and excitement at Alfond
Arena seemed to measure up ti |
they have been ever since Division II was created three yean I

What impressed coach ft

Green most when he first saw

his squad on the ice was its si lability. This , he believes , is the
primary ingredient in any goofiey team. Next , he noticed that
very few shots were going in ti |
at either end of the arena , for
in the middle of both was a . d , experienced goaltender—'Dan
Timmons at one end , and Grer eston at the other. In basics , the
Mules looked strong.

The defensive corps also looftp. Todd Smith and Skip Wood ,

both big enough to keep anrnionest, can also move, and are

smart enough to get the pucltiy out of the defensive zone. To
team with them, Peter E.neiy,ffin _proved-Player of 1966-67 who
sat out last year with a bad shiffiwas back and looked better than
ever . Although the status of tiifflin Gordie McNab still uncertain
because of academic difficulties , you imagine that happening at
Merrimac?) a fourth able def mn is still available—converted
wing Jack Wood. Jack has goa and skating ability, and his play
against Hamilton indicates tha learning his new position very
quickl y. Backing them up are Dmore Cork y Yates and junior

Teddy Wells.

Around this solid defense alal-tending, Green p lans to build
his team . This edition of the Ji will check closel y, p lay defense

carefull y, and score when it In; ance.
U p fron t ,

the picture isn't e as rosy ; Green notes that his

forward corps lacks a bi g scwei ian who can skate the length of

the ice and consistently put tis ; in the net. However, explosiveness, if the Hamilton game was ndication , shouldn 't be too much
of a problem. This year's fi rst >f Wick Philli ps cen tering Mark
Janes and Pete Hoffman pnfc won't get as many goals as last

year's first unit , but not man/ lines ever have.
After the first line, Grcfl

the pleasant clilemna of being
unable to decide which of tliej ivo units will slate next. The trio
of And y Hyashi , Jim Patch , * i Bradlce has performed at least
as well as expected , but they 'l -ing pushed hare) b y sophomores
John Bowey, 'Dennis PrancauJ ^vc Williams, who have come on
very strong. Regardless of will f is desi gnated where, the Mules
have two hi ghl y competent M complemen t the firs t line

A fourth straight tourna *rth seems to be a good bet right
now, although one never knolv many Hamiltons arc going to
cra wl out of the woodwork Iv York State and other distant
environs this year. But an aid lie six , probabl y lacking a little
scoring punch from last year, Assessing more defensive ability
and more strong skaters, shouK agaj n mge war with Mcl.

rimac

for the Division II title.

Read Coll SPORTS

December
27-28 Babs on Ins. Tourney
January
* 3 M.T.T.
7 'U.N.H.
15 [Bowdoin
*17 Northeastern
•18 Trinity
22 Bates
2. Assumption
25 Clark University
*31 Coast Guard
February
* 1 Worcester Poly tech
7 Univ. of Hartford
8 Amherst
=ii12 Univ. of Maine
*1_ Springfi eld College
15 Tufts
*19 Bates
*22 Bowdoin
26 Univ. of Maine
March
* 1 Norwich
* indicates home games

7:00
7:30
8:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
8:15
8:15
8:15
7:30
2:30
8:00
8:15
7:30
7:30
8:15
7:30
3:30
7:35
7:00

Frosh Basketball
Win First Two

CAPTAIN WICK PHILLIPS MIXES IT UP WITH TWO HAMILTON SKATERS

Reinhardt Nets 24

Hoop ste rs Bow To St Anselms

by CRAIG DICKINSON
St. Anselm's College .of Manchester, N.H. took advantage of a smaller Colby baske Hba.1 squad last Saturday to completely dominate both

the offensive and defensive boards
in winning 74-61. The Hawks outrebounded Colby 58-33 and made the
most of late secand-half personal
fouls by the Mules to win easily.

The game was actually much
closer than the final score indicated.
Colby was down but two points,
35-33, at the half, largely due to
sophomore Doug Reinhai'dt's 16
by CRAIG DICKINSON
points in that stretch , and the teams
Colby's Frosh basketball team got
were seperated by only four, 49-45,
off to a blazing start last week as
with ten minutes to play in the
they overwhelmed both North Yargame. But the Hawks 6'7" center,
mouth Academy, 81-48 and Maine
Dave Sturma, who scored 24 points
Central Institute, 94-63. Led by 6' ."
in the second half , could not be
center Gary Veilleux , the Mule
contained and St. Anselm 's manyearlings completely dominated both
aged to widen their lead. It was
contests from the opening tap.
not until Colby's Peter Boyle fouled
North Yarmouth, last year's
out wi th 4 :20 remaining, and the
Maine Prep School champs, f ell beMulo full court press sputtered that
hind 35-21 at the half and were
St. "A's" ran away with the game.
never able to bounce back. Guards
One discouraging fact about the
Steve Douglass, with 21 points, and
Colby season opener was the noTim Orcutt, with 20, were the scorticeable Jack of a balanced scoring
ing leaders, with Matt Zweig addattack . Pvoinhavdt, who finished the
ing 13.
g:\me with 2-1 points , and junior Jay
With the good shooting of DougDworkin , who caught fire after a
lass and Orcutt from tlie outside
slow first half and added 16, toand the rebounding strength of
gether scored just under two-thirds
Veilleux, Jim Stewart, and Paul
of the Colby total. If the Mules are
Young underneath, look for the
to get on the winning trail, th ey are
Frosh quintet to probably better
going to havo to make up for their
JAY DWORKIN GOES IN FOR TWO
last year's 12-3 record .
lack of rebounding strength with a
much more potent offense.
All is not lost , however. Bogle
and forward Ken Stead have the
potential to do the job underneath,
by FRANK APANTAKU
and Ken Jordan proved to be an
Results
3 Mile Run
High Jump
1—iBob Wilson
10:59.6 adequate back up man against St.
Anselm 's. Transfer John Mc Galium
The Inter-Squad Track Meet be- l—John Dowllng
8'8%" 2—John Burke
tween the seniors and freshmen 2—Mike Jacobs
will become eligible on February
3—Rich Fournier
6th , and his fine shooting ability
runn i n g as Whiles an d t h e j un i ors 3—Rod Braithwaite
100 Yard Run
and sophomores as Blues was high- Milo Relay
should help the offense, Although
1
—Tom Maynard
2:27.7 it looks like another building year
ly successful in view o'f the impend- Tlnsley, Ma y nar d, Carr , Coady
for Coach Ed Bu rke's forces, the
ing exams, The Blue teaan won by
3:35.5 2—tNcd Carr
3—iBob Hickoy
54 to 41 points.
Mules just might gi ve their followers
Sh ot Put
Han "Jet" Hadani won the 60 1—Mike Salvetti
some enjoyable moments over the
4&- W\ 54 points—sophomores and juniors
course of the season.
yard dash in 6.4 seconds beating the 2—Jim Peterson
'111points—freshmen and seniors
college record of 6.5 seconds. But 3—Jerry McGrafch
this will go unratified because the Polo Vault
moot was semi-official.
1—John Dowllng
13'6"
Rodney Braithwaite had quite a 2—-Gene Schultz
clay, winning the broad jump with 3—John Bailey
by DAVID REA
organization. Coach Self seems to
a leap of 21' 1/." an d took third places Milo
have mastere d t his p r ob lem at an
in tho sixty yard dash and high 1—Tom Maynard
4:27
Over tho last fow years, hockey early . stage and this should be most
jump with a leap of 5'10" which bet- 2— -Job Wilson
has been Colby's most productive helpful In putting together a prostered his previous best of 5' -"—an 3—Rich Fournier
sp ort, so each year it is important perous season.
indication of Rod's potentiality and (10 Yard Dash: Women
for the freshman hookey squad to
Although the team has only
Coa ch Wotru ba's techniques.
1—Vicky Slagol
7.4 sec. keep turning out tho players who played two games so far this seaProviding the fun of the evening, 2—Shelby Coady
will retain the Mules supremacy on son , several players have stood out.
the five-ma n weight relay team (10 Yard Diu.li:M«ithe hockey rink, This yoar, tho Players to note In fu ture games aro
6,4 soc, quali ty of tho players on the fresh- Chip Edgarton , Steve Self (Coach
barely
carried
their
combined l-~Ilan I--adanl
weights of about 1000 lbs. over the 2—'Dan Bla'ko
man hockey squad indicate that Self 's brother) , Bru c o Dumart , and
li no to be st t ho Colb y Women relay 3~_ .od Braithwaite
Colby should hav e fow problems In Minnesota prospects Dana FI tts and
t eam , As physicists are apt to note, Lon g Jum p
tho future ,
Doug McmlMan.
3
it takes momontum which depend s 1—Rod Braithwaite
"
21' /.
Tho team Is being coached this
The baby Mules have played two
on mass to accelerate and the 2—fDavo Collins '
yoar by Mike Self , a superlative games so far this yoar and thoir
weight lifters had it made ri ght 8—Han, I-Iadanl
hockey player in his own ri ght, and record now stands at 1-1. They woro
from tho start.
High I.urrtlas
already sooms to bo achieving that overpowered In thoir first meeting
As expected , established runners 1—IMllco Jacobs
8,0 soc. state of team cohoslvenoss that Is by a. more experienced Harvard
like Tom Maynaxd, Jeff Coady, Bob 2—(Frod Copi'thorn
necessary for athletic success. One .TV, 11-5, However, against Cardinal
Wi lson and .Too Groonrnan ran 3— -Duel Town -ley
of tho major problem s in turning Gushing Academy last weekend,
splendidly, John Dow-lng won the 000 Yard Run
out a groocl frosh:mcm team is that Bruco Dumart scored 4 goals and
polo vault and h igh jump with I—Jeff Coady
1:14.9 tho players aro unfamiliar with tho an assist to loa'cl'tho team to a 6-5
leaps Of ItS' -" and fl'3%" respec- 2—-Joe Groonrnan
playing habits of tho other team victory, Look for future successes
tively,
3—Hlclcey
members which tends toward dis- from tho Frosh ,hockey team.

Braithwaite, Madam Excel in Meet

Frosh Outlook Bright

Braitmayer Report

THE CLUSTER COLL EGE CON CEPT

the university had been offered— While there is one further simi- and a large university is the most > The primary 'goal, then, of every
students themselves huaving become larity to the Harvard arrangement often, stated aim of the majority of cluster teollege, whether on. a unichampio ns of the id ea, Lowell __a/v- —in both cases the academic curri- the 50 or so cluster colleges now in versify 'campus or as an inner part
One of the shock effects of Phil- irig succeeded Eliot as President o_ culum is planned and a__ninistered existence. Yet a number of the .oi a smaller institution is the reip Jacob' s 1957 summary otf re- Harvard, and Yale having hesitated by traditional departments and any "sma_l" colleges which _V_onteitl_ establishment—perhaps, if President
search into the effectiveness o. just long enough to drive its alum- use o'f living space for teaching and others thought they were emu- Nisbe't's view of early students is
higher education in the United nus Edward Harkness to the river means bringing courses established lating had themselves encountered representative, the discovery—of a
States, Changing Values in College, Charles with his offer of support , elsewhere into them, it is obvious the problem of size. Last year, _o r vital sense of intellectual commuwas its rough handling of many the experimental Harvard House that nothing of the style of a Har- instance, a group of faculty mem.- nity through small units of studentdearly held assumptions about what System ibegan. Three years later, vard House 'could (possibly be bers and students saw one of the 'fa'culty association. The brochure
we are doing. Here, for instance, is also on Harkness money, Yale for- achieved in such a setting, and of problems at Antioch this way:
describing the first of the cluster
what he concluded about the im- mally inaugurated its first seven course there was no attempt to
colleges at the University of the
pact of the instructor:
colleges.
achieve it. Wh en 'Michigan State
Pacific puts the rationale well:
Though Antioch is a "small colchose t o r efi n e t he plan , it chose
lege" it is large enough that peorather to establish semi-autonomous
An accumulating body oi eviRaymond College was established
ple may feel anonymous within
Living-Learning
Clusters
colleges within the university. And
dence indicates that the person
on the assumption that cultivatit. How many know their profesthis has been the ipatte rn. followed
of the instructor is on the way
ing
critical intellect;—as opposed
sors well—or are known by them?
In the study edited by Nevitt'San- by most institutions trying the livout as an educational factor at
to
training
technical intelligence
How many feel close cohesion
many institutions. The teacher fo rd in 1962, The American College, ing-learning idea in any form.
—requires
a
small, intimate enwith members of their hall? How
appear - to have little standing a far more detailed work based on
vironment
which
minimizes dismany are able to establish relawith the mass of students, and much more refined data than Protinctions
between
teachers and
tionships with continuity, coherAcademic Clusters
less inJluence. He goes with the fe sso r Jacob's survey, Christopher
encourages
students
and
which
ency and depth ? The Inuier Colbooks, the blackbo ar d, and "au- Jencks and David Riesman pubstudents
to
engage
vigorously
and
lege is a response to a sense of
dio-visual aids." So limited is his lished their assessment of the Har- Monteith College, just such a purposelessness, alienation, suscritically
in
their
own
education.
semi-autonomous unit within Wayne
personal impact, either within or vard "experiment."
"Universi ty at Detroit, in fact picion and ill-feeling which seems
State
outside the classroom, that one
I have now visited some fifteen
has no student residen ces at all. to pervade a community which is
wonders whether the American
Measured by . . . Utopian stan- University and College were both deteriorating, partially because of institutions using one form or ancollege and university is coming dards . . . , the houses have not
other of the cluster college concept.
Having size.
to function not as a community of been a complete success. They designed for commuters.
At the best oif them, it is clear that
first
opened
three
years
before
the
scholars but a cafeteria of learn- have not reconciled work and, leiexists
And this was the solution they such a sense of community
ing where at appointed mealtime, sure in the College, nor have they
decentralized
and
that
this
sort
of
dev ised :
standardized portions of intel- created a community in which
arrangement has encouraged a _ar
lectual victuals will be dished out ideas belong primarily to people
more flexible and responsive eduby professional servers.
rather than to the classroom or
Beginning this Spring fluarter cational program , for both the facthe library. But measured by more
a small group of students and fac- ulty and students involved. One of
Not that students didn't like then- modest criteria, the houses have
ulty will take over a dormitory the reasons for this was perceived
teachers—"75% or more of the fac- done more to preserve intellectual
(Drafee and Morgan this Spring, clearly by Professor Jacob in 1957
ulty at most institutions get at least and humane qualities in the acaWest Hall thereafter) to create when he observed that while most
a 'good ' rating or its equivalent." demic community than most edua combined residential and edu- colleges do not significantly affect
It was what they liked them for cational ventures, ancl they sug;cational unit. We do not intend most of their students, a few are
that hurt. A typical student, Jacob gest further experiments either at
to isolate ourselves from the larg- perculiarly 'important. 'And those
said:
Harvard or elsewhere. Though the
er community or to alter the aims few were institutions in which could
houses are unique institution.s
of th© Antioch program. Rather, readily be seen "a distinctive inlooks to his teacher to increase they suggest some of tlie probwe believe that with a more co- stitutional atmosphere." This, too,
his self-assurance, self-respect, lems and possibilities in that imhesive home base—and a higher is the burden of the praise Jencks
self-enjoyment and possibly lus mensely complicated undertakings
quality of living in the residence and Riesman give to the Harvard
¦self-knowledge. He wants gentle tho creation of an intellectual
—-we will be able to participate House System—a series of distincnurture for his ego , while he gin- community.
more effectively in Antioch af- tive climates for living and learning.
gerly tries out liis intellectual
fairs. And wo believe that with
w " "gs. Especially, he wants some- While Jencks and Riesman were
greater flexibility in our educaGiven the healthy plurality of
one to interest him and to give completing their study, -there began
tional
design
we
will
be
better
philosophies at Colby,
educational
PROF. HOWARD L. KOONCE
•him directions (which he can pas- to appear a significant number of
able to achieve the ends stated it seems to me both futile under
sively copy in his notebook ) to educational experiments with sug- Jiving-learning unit at Michigan in the catalogue.
present circumstances to hope for,
that "rich, full life" which lie gestive resemblances to the general State, Monteith offers onto kind . o'f
and undesirable intellectually to try
craves. The student appreciates outfline of the Harvard House. A educational program which was to
The Inner College will be co- to alter, circumstances so as to imthe teacher who can give so ex- gargantuan version of this kind o'f influence later planning in cluster
educational,
and faculty offices pose in the future such an atmosciting a performance that ho is thing opened at Michigan State 'Uni- colleges which were to be residenwill
bo
in
the
building, We will phere. The Cluster College 'concept
absorbed vicariously in the drama versity in 1S61. It was called a tial. The college's bulletin describes
plan social ancl cultural as well would, however, allow several disof learning without ever leaving "living-learning dorm'ito ry."
the idea .of Monteith in this way:
as academic experiences togeth- tinctive philosophies to express
his box seat.
er—and , in fact, expect the de- themselves much more coherently
Like the Harvard system, thi s Monteith College represents tho marcations between these exper- than they now do. In future reports,
Although his methods for assem- dormitory and those that quickly fusion of two aims of higher eduiences to disappear. The Inner I will describe in detail how some
bling and 'i nterpreting the evidence came into being after it were con- cation. Its curriculum is designed
College will bo free to design tho of the institutions I have visited
were new, Professor Jacolb's com- ceived of as settings designed "to to provide the essential general,
ways in which existing degree have done precisely this. In the
plaint, of course, was not. In 1793, enhance the cultural and intellec- liberal education which every
requirements may be met, except meantime, Mrs. Westervelt 'and I
for instance, Charles Nisbet, Presi- tual life .of those who live in them" educated man should possess. Its
that field requirements will bo de- welcome the opportunity to discuss
dent of Dickinson College, wrote by means of making the dormitory organization is that of the small
termined and approved by the what we are finding out with anythis to a friend:
a location for both formal and in- college which fosters the rtovolopdepartments;
one who wishes.
formal learning experiences. Al- men of a sense of intellectual
Our Students are generally very though faculty members do not live community.
averse to Reading, and expect to in the dormitory, they 'do maintai n
learn everything in a short Time offices there, and although the forWANTED — Donations of LP $45. Call Bill Buckner at ATO, exit.
Good small colleges in the Unitwithout Application, and there are mal learning opportunities in the ed States are known to Ihuivo con- records, stereo or mono, to create 550.
Quacks in sundry Parts of the dorm do not Include tutorial ses- tributed significantly to tlie gen- a collection for a new stereo which
#
#
*
*
Country, who flatter Expectations sions, classes are regularly hold. eral education of undergraduates has been puchased to provide back- iSEOOND SEMESTER (REGISof this Nature, and undertake to Advising and counseling services and to tho training of students ground music in the yet-unnaane'd TRATION — Registration for secteach young Mon everything that are, along with other atailnistratlve who havo become outstanding student art gallery In tho loWby .of ond semester will be held Jn the
can bo taught, by Way of Amuse- functions, offered in the dormitory, scholars and professional people. Roberts Union. See Mr. Snvi'th or Field House on Monday, February
ment, and in a short time.
and the physical . setting la elabo- Tiiat this should bo true is not Mr. Koons. All gifts tax deduiotltole. 10th. All students who plan to enrate, Throe of th ese dorms—Case, surprising if higher education is No changes in courses will be proc- roll second semester must on this
Students, then as now, of course Wilson , and Wonders—-make up a viewed as tlio transmission of in- essed boforo registration day.
day confirm elections m'ade in Sepreturned the comipllment—-"particu- complex described 'by tho office o'f tellectual enthusiasm ns well as
tember
and /or make such change's
All students must secure f rom
larly tho good ones. Henry Adams Student Affairs in this way:
to
Regas
are
necessary
or desired for seccurricular materials. On© of tho tho Treasurer a "Permission
in his Education recalled nineteenth
admisond
semester.
Physical
Education
values of the small college is the ister " card before seeking
century Harvard as> "probably loss While there nre certain strucarea,
immediacy of tho relationship be- sion to tho registration
As in elections can bo made at this time.
'hurtful than any other university tural variations from ono resitween students, faculty, and September, those will bo available The schedule for registration is as
then in existence. It taught little, dence hall to another, each has
courses which heightens tlio stim- at tho Treasurer's table at the Field follows:
and that little ill, tout it loft the throe basic parts: a wing to house
8:15 a.m.
ulation of newly acmiirccl Knowl- House.
'Seniors
¦ii
mind open, free from ibias, ignorant 1550 or more male students; a wing
in
*
*
u:l_ aJm.
edg e, the sense of excitement in
Juniors
of facts, 'but docile." And no one to house fifiO or more female stu- the pursuit of now ideas.
Sophomores , L-Z
10:15 a.m,
NEEDED — Sets of 36 S5mm stuneeds reminding what Berkeley re- donlis; a central, connecting area
ll:__ a.im.
dent , faculty, ,or staff slides to bo •Sophomores , A-K
leased in 1904,
which includes a grill, recreation
l:_0 rp.m
The goal of Monteith College is scheduled for showing in tho yet- 'Freshmen, A-OK
facilities, a (lining hul l, classrooms, to achieve this •small college value .tnnamed student art gallery in tho Freshmen, L-Z
2:_0 p.m.
It was at Harvard , near the be- general science laboratories, facSpecial Students
3."30 p_n.
and at tho same time to tnlce full lobby of Roberts Union, Soo Mr.
ginning o'f the twentieth century ulty and administrative offices,
IMPORTANT: You must bring
advantage of the scope nnd op- Smith.
iii
iii
iii
that Professor A. Lawrence Lowell and au auditorium. Tho -Inst three portunities afforded by tlio great
*
your student ID card with you in
thought ho had an idea that would of these residence halls (Case, urban university of whloli it is a
RiEQUDRjED — A name for yet- order to obtain permission to reghelp, It was an expensive idea, how- Wilson , and Wonders) share a part.
unnamed student art gallery In tho ister. Equipment will bo thoro to
ever, and 'President Eliot informed common library built Into Wilson.
lobby of Roberts. Please loave sug- replace lost ID cards. If yours has
Professor Lowell that it called for Some of tlio auditoriums are of
been lost, please notify tho Regisgestions at tho desk.
¦>f.
ii<
i(t
#
undue 'Interference in tho lives of conventional design, Others am
Tho Residential Cluster College
trar's Ofllco by February 0th so
faculty and student alike. But In circular and include Npoolul lightFOR SALE — Nordica Champion that wo oan do tho necessary pre1030, twenty-tilroo yonrs alf tor this ing nnd other facilities for tho
Montloth' s staitod intent of fus- Buckle Ski Boots. They are two liminaries. (Replacement foe Js $8) .
proposal to found u college wi thin presentation of nlnyis.
(Continued on pago eight)
ing tho values of a small college years old and avo being sold for
by HOWARD L. KOONCE
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Double Feature

The Dirty Dozen and A Patch of Blue
The Dirty Dozen

HTLs BALANCED
(Continued from pago four )
Braithwaite give them a good rebounding and scoring. They showed
up especially well in their big win
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Billings - Belcher Concert
by DAVID REA

by Terry Boyle

Twelve different types of bad-good gu ys "wise
guy" their way to glory in director Rober t Aldrich's
The Dirty D ozen, (1967). The twelve, a rand om
selection of condemned prisoners taken from an
American Camp stockade a few months before DDay, are chosen b y a fallen-from-the-generaPsgraces commander played by Lee Marvin to complete a suicide mission inside fche Nazi lines. The
object of the doomed mission is to blow up a huge
chateau in occupied France which is known to. be
the headquarters of a number o_ German top military brass. The plot itself is simple to follow—it is
the form of a quest that can end onl y in death for
the seekers. The impact of this rough-tough flick
lies in the fact that the seekers are attempting, not
only to obliterate the enemy Germans, but also to
redeem their own honor and freedom.
Lee Marvin is convincing in his role as commander of the twelve. He gives to his motley, pathetic crew of sick sex maniacs and leather-jacket
hi gh sch ool bullies n o sympa th y . . . though he
knows that , but for this mission, they are sure candidates for death row. He, too, is on the "outs "
with the top brass—for too much independence;
and this mission is, for him, a sort of test. To prove
himself , he has to make it work . With tremendous
u nder standing of human pride and weakn ess, Marvin plays his role with all the characteristic toughness befitting to his position as commander. His
actions toward the condemned twelve often seem
to be unnecessarily brutal and insensitive; but the
viewer soon realizes that such assertion of authority
is tantamount to his winning at the trust and respect of his belligerent squadron .
The twelve themselves are an incredible mixture of criminal psyches. Telly Savala s, John Cassavetes, and Jim Brown are most impressive in
their roles as members of the group. It is around
these three that the action within the dozen evolves.
Complex, hilariousl y funny sub-p lots of power poli t ics, hero-worship, ancl even a touch of good, oldfashioned American racism add interest to the
main act ion , and serve to fa scina te t he audien ce
with the fates of these detestable characters as individual s in t h eir own rights.
When the twelve, in defiance of Marvin's punit ive order to shav e ancl b ath e in cold wa te r, mak e
their protest known to the "powers-that-'be", the
Commander, in "modern Marie-Antoinette-ian"
fashion , shruggs and decree s : "Eh bien , let them

A Review

A Patch of Blue

Once, when she was a child, she saw deep blue
sky peeping through the branches of the maple
hi gh above her head. The green of the dancing
leaves—she cannot remember. A scream in the
night , swearing, the clatter of 'broken dishes waken
little five-year-ol d Selina. She sits up in her bed
just in time to catch a fl ying whi sk ey bott le full in
the face. Horror , blood , unspeakable cruelty—these
are the things she knows.
A Patch of Blue (1965 ) has all the elements
of a tender , p oignant portrayal of young innocence. Selina , br illi an t ly and sensitively play ed by
Elizabeth Hartman , is a young ci t y girl who is
trapped b y her blindness, h er ignorance , her poverty . . . and , most tragic of all, by the mother who
blinded her. Shelley Winters plays that woman, a
vicious, jea lous middle-aged whore, one who is
so mentall y warped that she is willing to capitalize
on her hel pless daughter 's female commodity.
Director Guy Green manages his plot well for
A Patch of Blue has the potential to develop into a
sickeningly sentimental tearjerker . Under Green's
direction , however, the Blue changes color as the
scene does. Most effective is his use of Sidney Poitier , the Black Kni ght in shining armor who ultimately rescues the young woman in distress. Naturall y, the effect is obvious. Selina's blindness prevents her from discerning Poitier's color, and she
adopts him as a tender confidante and pot ential
lover. To her, he represents courage . Through him
Green minimizes the sentimentality and the obvious
"never jud ge a man by his color" moral . Nevertheless, Patch of Blue retains its poignancy—more
in what is left unsaid than in what is shown to the
audience. When Poitier sends Selina to school in
the final scene, she has escaped the gri p of h er
mother and the fate of a life of i gnoran ce and
string ing beads for a living. Yet even in escape ,
the re is pain for Selina—she moist leave the onl y
man who cares for her.

go dir t y !" An cl go di rt y t hey did—The Dirty Dozen
—soiled bodies as well as souls. It's a movie that

explodes on the screen with all the fury of a chateau inflamed—The Dirty Dozen is a p ersonalized ,
f ast-moving story of the military paradox : officers
who are stup id , inep t , or one of the enemy, and
t he lowl y soldier who proves himself to be more
wor t hy of gl ory in the end. The chosen twelve and
the redeemer of their fallen honor live aga in.

over LQA.
Tho P.Lams, combined with the
ADs, give the quad its strongest
hoop representation in years. 6'4"
center Al Bradd-ock is tough to handle, as is aggressive guard Steve
Cain. Rick Stinchfield can also be
counted on to put in a consistent
season.
Rounding out the league are
LOA, ZP, RDT, and Indies No. 1.
None of thoso will be near the top.

lives, and even out the food situation by enforcing automatic birth
control. There would have to he
several stages of development m
the Great Computer Satellite , starting with a few human "guinea pigs,"
First, according to Professor To*
drank , we must decide whether the
human body is a community or a
personal! affair, If we decide, as he
has, that each human being is tho
concern of the entire community,
and if wc can pool our mental resources, we may be able to cure tho
THE GREAT COMPUTER
disease that is alive in the world
(Continued from page three)
Is such a basic point in life that today.
I'd rather not be living than give
It up."
Dr. Todrank countered by pointing out that the idea of liberty Is
accompanied by a restrictive force
wo call law, and tho Great Computer would act boforo the law is
broken , thus being only another
force protecting tho individual
rights of everyone. It could save

Mention The
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When You Buy j

START YO UR CHRI STMA S KNITTI NG
EARLY THIS YEAR at
The Pala ce of Fabrics

. In Lorimer Chapel last week, the
Billings and Belcher Society, a choral group gave a concert of holiday
music appropri ate for the Advent
season. They were assisted by the
Colby Baroq u e Soci ety , Mr. Ro-hert
Hudson, the director.
The strong point of the concert
was its variety. The Billings-Belcher group1 took their material from
almost every conceivable musical
period and performed each selection
with precision and Clarity. To
heighten the effect of the sung
m usic , the group was backed up by
a reco rde r ensemble .
The opening selections were taken from the 16th century, songs 'by
such past masters as Orlando di

Colby Grad
Elected
•i

Lasso and Pierluigi da Palestrina.
Then , making a complete switch to
the 20th century, the group sang
some contemporary motets by the
French composer, Francis Poulenc.
After a bri ef intermission , they returned to perform some 18t h and
19th century American carols and
then they finished with some of the
more traditional Advent carols.
The concert was well done and ,
for the most part , well recei ved.
Mr . Donald Slagel, leader of the
Billings-Belcher Society, chos e a
program that was specifically designed to show the virtuosity of his
group. If you are inclined toward
pr ecise and diversified choral work,
the concert hy the Billings-Belcher
Society must have been quite a
gr atifying experience.

Please Patronize

Edward Gurney, a Colby alumnus
and native of Waterville, won the
United States Senate seat in Florida on Nov. 5. A Republican, he triumphed over former Gov. __eroy
Collins.
In 1962, Gurney scored a first in
Florida politics when he was elected
as the first Republican representative to Congress from Florida's
Orange County. He has been a
prominent Winter Park attorney
where he has made his home since
1948.
Gurney attended Coburn Classical
Institute and was graduated from
Colby i n 1935, and from Harvard
Law School in 1938. While at Colby,
he was editor of the Echo, pa rticipated in varsity and interfraterni'ty
'baseball , was a member of the band,
a debater, and president of Pi Kappa Delta as well as making Dean 's
List throughout his four years here.
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IFC

TUTOR
PROGKAM

Four Cases

During the week 'before Thanksgiving Vacation the IFC Academic
Council put into operation its Tutor-Study Program. Juniors and seniors from the ten fraternities were
present in classrooms of the Lovejoy Building to offer assistance in
their major fields to any Who desired it. This service was offered on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from six to nine pin.
Twelve posters had been placed
in various parts of the campus dining halls, library, and classrooms
buildings. As a result of this limited
advertizing, only a, few students
were able to take advantage of the
free tutoring and general study
facilities offered by the Academic
Council.
Fraternity men majoring in Biology, English, French, Geology,
Math, Philosophy, Psychology, Social Sciences, Spanish , History,
Chemistry, and other areas will be
in classrooms on the second floor
of the Lovejoy Building to offer
the best help they can. Open rooms
for general study will be availahle.
Those interested in tutoring either
now or during the second semester
are encouraged to contact Mark
Zaccaria. Tel. 538.

MULLIGAN STEW
(Continued from page six)
Your attention is called to catalog
statements regarding Registration
and Election of courses, in particular : ". . . credit will be suspended
that this decision and punishment for work in a course for which a
should be upheld. The decision of student is not correctly registered."
the head resident must be final in
s_;
;$!
n»
all such instances, and this decision
C<__V_M1J_TCTY RBSPONSIBOILIwas ignored. However , the Board
TY — The Thayer Hospital has redoes recommend that the residents
quested our cooperation in replacof this dorm, or any dorm for that
ing 18 pints of blood used in the
matter, hold a meeting so that difrecent past by Colby students. There
ficulties or misundex'stan dings on
is no necessity of any particular
various issues may be worked out,
hlood type.
and existing rules perh aps he
3:
*
*
*
changed.
STODENT
AR/HS
FESTWAi.
—
The last case considered was by
is
slated
for
February
14
to
run
far the most serious in the Board's
estimation . This involved a girl who through March 3 and is being orhad voluntarily reported to Dean ganized now! We are looking for
Rosenthal that she had spent at contributions from all areas O- the
least five nights in the apartment performing and Visual arts. Entries
of a special student at Colby. She for display will be accepted between
had thereby violated three college January 20th and February 10th in
rules: that requiring sign-out for room 109 of the Bixler Center. Perovernight absences (Handbook , p. formances should be arranged dur59) ; the prohibition of unaccompa- ing the month of January under the
nied women visiting men's apart- advisorship of one of the eomimitments (Handboo'k, p. 36); and the tee members listed below. If you
prohibition of residing off-campus are interested in working for the
locally overnight (Handbook , p. 37). Festival Committee, or in submit_
The Board feels that this girl is ting original works of ar and would
like
more
information
please
conguilty of these three transgressions,
tact
one
of
the
Festival
chairmen:
but recommends that no punishProf. Carpenter
Art Dept.
ment 'be given. In reaching this
Bettty
_.. 3-3001
Bight
decision the Board relied on subjecor
tive or tonal, as well as objective
Ext. 550
evidence. It must be understood Denny Wilson
or
to
answer
specific
questions
,
on
that this decision for no punishment
submitting display entries
does not mean that the Judicial
Beth Pond
3-3001
Board considers the rules broken
(drawing,
painting,
sculpture,
to be irrelevant. Neither does this
handcrafts)
mean that this girl herself is hereBill Stevenson
564
after exempt from all rules of this
periformances
in
modern
dance
institution. What it does mean is
Kris -Creamer
3-3001
that the Student Judicial Board
performances
in
music
treats each case, each stu'dent, and
Paul Oste
3-0496
the situation surrounding each ease,
poetry
and
drama
as independent entititles, not de_
Jean Melusky
541
pendent on precedents or establishDebby
Rose
3-3001
ing precedents for the future. Infilm
Duncan Hewitt
521
publicity
Peter Pennypaoker
565

Judicial Board Actions

On Wednesday, November 20, the
Student Judicial Board reviewed
four cases. The first of these dealt
with three boys who were appealing the decision made by Dean Rosenthal to f ine each o\l five boys
involved in the destruction of two
taJbles in the W.oodma'n Lounge
last spring. At that time the Boaid
did not feel there was sufficie.it
evidence to convict any one o'f the
five boys for breaking the tables.
However, the Dean felt that the
money must be collected, so he decided to fine each of the boys $20,
subsequently excluding one of them,
due to the embarassing social situation into which he had been
forced.
The Board's recommendation was
to uphold the 520 fine on each of
the boys, including the one who had
previously been excluded. The Boaid
feels that this fine is justifiable not
on the basis of direct guilt of damage to the tables, but rather on the
basis of withholding evidence.
The second ease involved a student charged with numerous traffic
violations, incurred by the defendant , his wife, and their babysitter,
for illegally parking in several loca-

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM . . .
COME TO

lEft SSY'S STATSOS.EEI S
74 MAIN STREET

WATERVILLE

tions on campus. Since these fines
multiply geometrically, the total
now is albout $1300.
The Board understands how vital
the car in question is to the needs
of this particular student and his
family, so that it recommends that
the car should be re-registered In
the defendant's wife's name. She
will be free to drive the car on
campus and will be given a "clean
slate" as to traffic violations. The
Board also recommends a $25 fine
for the defendant and prohibiting
him from driving his car on campus until the beginning ' of second
semester.
The third case was appealed from
the decision reached by a dorm
couneil involving violations of visiting hours' privileges. On the night
of November 12 this particular girl
wanted to have men in her room
after the end of visiting hours, so
she called Dean Rosenthal to ask
his permission. He replied that he
would allow this, as long as the
head resident in this dorm agreed.
The head resident subsequently denied this special permission, but
the girl's visitors decided to stay
anyway. The dorm council found
the girl guilty of having boys in
her room after visiting hours had
ended and violating the sign-in
procedure. The council decided to
revoke
her
visiting
privileges
through DecemJber 10.
The Student Judicial Board feels
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Come and talk to us on;
JANUARY 10
Openings fox :

deed, the most enlivening quality
of fche present Board is its ability
to act freshly on a given situation.
This decision of the Board could
only, by grose distortion, become a
mandate for flagrant violation of
the rules in point—violations that
would, o'f cours e, be punishable.
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Pin On A
Button

House Mothers?
Dickenson Has An Alternative
A

Dickinson

College

"faculty

pr esen ce" program, an experimen-

tal faculty-residence plan undertaken by the college in cooperation
with a campus .fraternity to test the
plan's effectiveness against the
usual house-mother residence system, has been more successful than
was expected.
Implementing the plan three years
ago in the Omicron chapter of Sigma Chi, college officials hoped it
would create "greater communication between students and faculty."
It did. Memibers of Sigma Chi liked
the idea so much that, at a special
ceremomy recently, they pledged the
faculty member chosen to live
among them, political scientist Larry J. Warner.
A graduate of Whittier College,
California, where he served as class
president during both his junior and
senior years, iWarner had never
joined a fraternity. He said that
Whittier had a system o!f "social
societies" and that fraternities were
not allowed.
Warner said that Ronald Pease,
then dean of men here, asked him
to attempt the experiment three
years ago. He chose Warner because
of his success in working with freshman students as faculty resident at
Dickinson's East College dormitory.
Allowed a choice of several fraWELCOME TO THE

Al Corey
Music Center

This article was taken from THE
PROSPECTOR, a student publicaternities, Warner went to live at tion of tlie University of Texas at
Sigma Chi because he felt it "had El Paso, the week of Nov. 22, 1968.
a good sense o'f identity."
No longer is standing on a soap
"I .wasn't sent there as a super- box the easiest way to communicate
visor or formal adviser," "Warner opinions. Why holler for attention?
noted , "hilt simply as what educa- Now there's an easier way; pin on
tionists like to call a 'faculty pres- a button!
ence.'
The popularity of buttons has
"The idea was to have a faculty b een ~ on the advance for several
member permanently on hand who months now, and if the mania conwas willing to associate with stu- tinues, certain speed reading courses
den ts.
can plan on much larger enroll"The thing worked out well, I ments.
think, chiefly because the Sigma O'f cours e any election year will
Chi s saw that the college was in- contribute its mass of metal to the
terested in them as people, not just public, and the commercial con- wearer is deluged with questions
as students."
cerns proliferate any fad, yet the as to its meaning or else is told
Jeff rey Manning, president, said pure popularity of pin-ons is no what it means by people who really
that Sigma Ohi's action in making put-on. The campus has not escaped have not the slightest idea. Among
Warner a member of the national the effects of the craze. Buttons the opinions advanced were Black
organization is almost unprecedent- seen frequently on campus include Power, Black Is Beautiful, and a
ed at Dickinson. "We've only taken the usual party pieces, a trt____p_ . protest to the war in Vietnam. One
in men on this basis twice 'bef ore." pin (as in motor cars) , and the more iperson referred to his as an "unIn accept ing Warner, Manning popular Up With People and U.T. button." The true meaning lies in
the mind of the wearer.
noted that the fraternity's action El paso Homecoming buttons.
was taken unanimously "out otf our One of the most controversial but- A button of particular interest to
deep admiration and respect for tons on campus has been the black males has been seen at frequent
Professor Warner as a person. It's button. Since no one seems to be intervals. It states simply, "Ban the
the highest honor we could 'bestow." really sure what it stands for the Bra. "

Ex erything In Music
872-5622

The Career Scene at NSA
As a mathematician at NSA, you will play
an active part in defining, -formulating
and solving communications-related

Lalime's
Waterville Dru g
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Ronald F. Lalime, R.Ph.
Prop.

35 Main Street
Waterville , Maine
Phone 873-0523

LETTJ-H TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from page two)
lem is that after three more years
in the mold I'm. afraid that I will
be happy with my $25,000 suburban
home, my 9-5 husband and my four
happy child ren, two boys and two
girls. Won't we all be happy ! We'll
never have to think about the little
black kid in the ghetto, the starving
kids in Biafra or the ones being
killed in Vietnam. Colby will have
trained us very well.
A "whacked - out" Freshman
inflation, policemen and inept leadership migh t someday force us to
ask the question , "Is America
dead?" This country must not be
made impotent to deal with its massive diseases. The war unfortunately
continues to drain just that power
needed to complete the second reconstruction in 100 years.
It is now that as the United States
government contributes to the swell
of the blood-dimmed tide-drowning
in its own crimson flood, that it
must in the desperate third surfacing become imbued with a sense of
the utter immorality of this war in
ever3r respect and to recover its
h ealth and sanity permitting as
Y eats would have it, the worst to
mitigate their passionate intensity
and the best to regain their conviction.

Math Majors :
Will your first position
be worth your time and talent?
It will if you join the National Security
Agency. In fact ,working for NSA will
bring you face to face with mathematical
challenges so great that they frequently
go beyond the known boundaries
Of mathematical knowledge.
NSA is the agency within the
federa l government that is responsible
lot designing and developing
invulnerable communications systems
and EDP devices to transmit and
receive vital information,

99 MAIN STREET

VIETNAM
(Continued from page three)
we to deal directly with the NLF,
sonrie'thing viable in terms of a coalition might materialize within the
next year. Unless we are willing to
face the consequences of that sort
of concession, prospects for more
casualties and more civilian bitterness and disaffection appear good.
While State seems as intractible
as ever , the tolerance of more and
more families with sons awaiting
the draft or Valhalla dwindles.
America becomes a nation in mourning. Mourning brings to the soul a
languishing resignation which is ultimately moribund. Will America
die ? Apathy and resignation in a
country already faced with the sadly
hackneyed problems of urban blight;

concern at NSA., owing to the fact that
the present state of knowledge in
certain fields of mathematics is not

sufficiently advanced to satisfy
NSA requirements.
_ i c.^#«r
v
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Because you will be working at and
beyond the present-day state-of-the-art ,
your imagination will be stretched to its
limits. Mathematical problems will
seldom be formulated and handed to
you. Instead you will help define the
problem by observing its origin and
characteristics and the trends of data
associated with it. You will then
determine whether the problem and
data are susceptible to mathematical
treatment , and If so, how.

will foflow systematically as you assume
additional responsibility. Further , you
wil1 en i°y the varied career benefits and
Qther advantages of Federa l employment
without the necessity of Civil Service
certification.
Check with your Placement Office for
further informatio n about NSA, or write
to: Chief , College Relations Branch,
National Security Agency, Fort George
q. Meade, Md. 20755, Attn . M321.
An equal opportunity employer , M&F.
f» _m«„~ inf_ M,;_„, n-,#_._-.
Campus Interview Dates.
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Career Benefits

NSA's liberal graduate study program
Permits vou tc Pursue two semesters of
full-time graduate study at full salary.
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Startin g salaries , depending on
education and experience , range from
$88-* * QQ to $1 5,000.00, and increases

securit y
agency

BOSTONIANS - BASS
CITATIONS - RED CROSS

Gallert
Shoe Store

51 Main Street
Waterville , Maine
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— Charge Accounts —
Quality Footwear lor 107 Years
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GIFTS

Sleighloads of
exciting gifts
coming in every
day*
Come and enjoy !

Canaan House
129 Main Street
Wat erville , Maine
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"THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS FUTURE"

THE BLACK REVOLUTION
(Continued from page one)
James Parmer is currently [Professor o'f Social Welfare at Lincoln
University in Pennsylvania and Adjunct Professor at New York University where he teaches courses in
the Civil Rights (Revolution and the
New Left in relation to the Black
Revolution, In these capacities, and
with _. Strong interest in other levels
of education too, 'Parmer is o_ten
consulted in the area o. community
STU-G NOTES
t -»nnnue_ irora page one ;
better facilities for the Spa, (Bookstore, Post Office and dining rooms
will be pro'vided. There is also a
possibility o'f a new infirmary.
The last 'goal is to increase the
endowment toy approximately $2,000,000, One million of this Will toe
slated for faculty salaries; the second million will be earmarked for
scholarships.
•_ .BLj S finished his remarks staiting
that he always enjoys speaking to
students and tries to malice as m-uch
time as possible available _or this
purpose. (Although he has a busy
schedule he said that whenever anybody wanted to talk to him he Was
eventually availaible.

involvement in the operation o_
ghetto schools. He also frequently
(participates in national conferences, often meeting With school
official s in various areas of the
country.
Farmer's book—Freedom—When ?

Mister Donut
42 COLLEGE AVENUE
WATERVILLE

WELCOM ETO

The
Shoe Village
For tlio ver y lateat shoe faabJona
10 SPRING STREET
WATERVILLE, MAINE
Tel, 3-3418
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(even if it's for yourself)

j

|brin g home a present
i
_

44 Varieties of Donuts
Open 7 Days a Week — 24 Hours a Day

THE BEST STUDY BREAK IS A DONUT
AND A CUP OF MR. "D" COFFEE
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

V ILLAGE

BOOKS GALORE !
Will be open every Saturday
during winter months for college folk. Other day * by appointment.
LEO N TEBBETTS BOOK SHOP
Iff. Water St.
Hallowe ll

GIRLS

—was published toy Random House
in 1966. He is currently writing his
autobiography.
'Stirring audiences wherever he
speaks, Parmer has an ability to get
to the truth and to explore all facets
of the civil rights revolution.
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This Coupon Is Worth

4 0c

at YOUR NORGE LAUNDRY
and DRY CLEANING VILLAGE
Elm Plaza Shopping Center , Waterville

Mem
J Christmas
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THE STOKE FOR MEN AND BOYS

WATERVIL LE
Your Colby Store . . .
Where You Can Charge It
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Levine s
_

20c lb.

Leonar do di Strassi
and many more

ENJOY TOJ TC VACATION
Come Back Ready for Winter!

Have a regular $2.40, 8 lb . load of dry cleaning
done for .$2.00 with this coupon . Typical load : 10
sweaters , or 4 men 's suits, or 3 ladies' suits, or 3
topcoats , or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses.
Laundry washed , dried and folded
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